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Increasing National Awareness and Donations for Retired Chimps
Chimp Haven, the world’s largest chimpanzee sanctuary, is a nonprofit organization that is home to more than 300 
chimpanzees formerly used in biomedical research, but many dozen more remain in research facilities awaiting sanctuary 
retirement, and Chimp Haven needed to expand to support their retirement to sanctuary.

To meet its objective of providing sanctuary retirement to those chimpanzees, Chimp Haven needed to raise $20 million in 
private donations to expand the facility. In addition, it requires an increase annual fund contributions to care for the increasing 
number of chimps in sanctuary.

Unfortunately, Chimp Haven’s existing donor base was limited. For long-term continued growth and stability, it needed to 
increase both the number of donors and the amount of donations provided. PCI was engaged to provide communications 
counsel, develop strategy, and support the execution of a new and refined communications approach across owned and shared 
channels, donor communications and traditional media relations. The core goals were to increase the volume and amount of 
donations for the annual fund, and influence and secure major gifts in support of the capital campaign.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E

Chimp Haven’s donor base was limited. For long-term 
continued growth and stability, it had to expand national 
awareness of the organization to influence both an increase 
in the number of donors and the amount of donations 
provided. PCI was engaged to provide communications 
counsel, develop strategy, and support the activation 
of a new and refined communications approach across 
owned and shared channels, donor communications and 
traditional media relations.

T H E  O B J E C T I V E

To grow the sanctuary’s audience, with limited marketing 
budget, we emphasized earned media strategy. National 
media relations were central to our strategy. Our goal 
was to secure major national media placements in highly 
targeted outlets to attract more people to the sanctuary’s 
channels and influence donation.

M E A S U R E  O F  S U C C E S S

Securing national media placements in prioritized outlets 
and seeing a measurable increase in donations to the 
sanctuary. 
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R E S U LT S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

Media Placements: Chimp Haven secured multiple high-
profile placements in the national media outlets identified 
as most important, including NPR, New York Times, BBC, 
NBC National News and Chronicle of Philanthropy. In 2020, 
an entire docu-series about Chimp Haven premiered on 
Disney+ as a result of our work. 

D O N A T I O N S

Annual 
Fund

To grow the sanctuary’s audience, with limited 
marketing budget, we emphasized earned media 
strategy. National media relations were central 
to our strategy. Our goal was to secure major 
national media placements in highly targeted 
outlets to attract more people to the sanctuary’s 
channels and influence donation.

Major 
Gifts

An anonymous donor with no prior history with 
the organization made a $2 million donation, 
directly citing media stories – the NPR 
placement was specifically mentioned, as was a 
Chronicle of Philanthropy story about another 
major donor’s gift, as the impetus for her gift.
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Chimp Haven Sample Work:

Media Placements Result in Significant Donations
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PCI earned multiple national media placements for Chimp Haven, including National Geographic, People, and three major 
placements on NPR including this story on NPR Morning Edition. 

Chimpanzees lounge on a structure at Chimp 
Haven. The sanctuary is home to hundreds of the 
primates.
Images provided by Chimp Haven

A chimpanzee climbs a tree at Chimp Haven in 
Louisiana.
Images provided by Chimp Haven
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Chimp Haven Sample Work:

National Media Placements

https://www.npr.org/2022/01/27/1075856486/nih-is-largely-finished-moving-its-former-research-chimps-to-a-sanctuary
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Emergency Rescue Effort for 42 Chimpanzees 
Stranded at Closed Refuge 
The Wildlife Waystation, located outside of Los Angeles, unexpectedly closed in 2019 due to financial difficulties. At the time of 
closure, more than 40 chimpanzees, most of them formerly used in medical research, were living there, along with more than 
430 other wild and domestic animals. The California Department of Fish and Wildlife took over operations and successfully 
rehomed most of the animals, except the chimpanzees. There are only a handful of accredited zoos and sanctuaries able to 
care for chimpanzees, and nearly all are at capacity. The North American Primate Sanctuary Alliance (NAPSA) was brought in 
to help locate new homes and lead an emergency fundraising campaign to support construction at sanctuaries willing to take 
the chimps and needed to build additional housing. The campaign is estimated to require $4.8 million in donations. 
PCI was engaged to help NAPSA brand, market and communicate its emergency fundraiser called Chimpanzees in Need to 
gain national attention to the situation that results in donations to save these chimps. This is an ongoing campaign, with the 
remaining chimps slated to move to sanctuary by the end of 2022.   

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Engage chimpanzee and animal wellbeing influencers; 
Roll out marketing campaign for premiere of a resulting 
documentary-short

Develop a website landing page, case for support and 
media kit

Support newsletter materials, social media content, and 
secure national and regional earned news media stories

Develop and activate a digital marketing advertising 
campaign on Google and Facebook

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

Influencers Secured Jane Goodall endorsement and 
video; Supported Director Shaun Monson 
who filmed, produced, edited and donated 
to the campaign a documentary short 
with Joaquin Phoenix and Rooney Mara to 
increase public awareness and donations  

Earned Media Secured major National Geographic 
feature, two NPR stories, People Magazine, 
LA Times and many regional features in 
California and local and regional markets 
of receiving sanctuaries

Donations More than $3.9 Million secured, and 30 
chimpanzees rescued as of Aug. 2022 
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Chimpanzees in Need Sample Work:

Media Placements

Jane Goodall Emergency Rescue Digital Advertising
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View Case for Support

Chimpanzees in Need Sample Work:

Case for Support

The Chimpanzees In Need fundraising effort has thus far

raised $3.9 million, and as a result, 30 of 40 chimpanzees stranded at a shuttered 

wildlife refuge have been moved to new homes at accredited sanctuaries.

At least one high-end donor, who gave $1 million to the campaign,

directly credited the Case for Support in helping them to feel confident

about making such a significant gift.

Updated February 2022 

https://primatesanctuaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Case-For-Support.pdf
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Organization Mission and Purpose

PCI helped promote the Chimpanzees in Need 7-minute documentary that shows how 

chimpanzees came to live at the Wildlife Waystation and the urgency to rescue them. 

Poster design and social media campaign was created to promote the movie.

145 people watched the movie live on Facebook when it was released, and it has 

been viewed more than 3,650 times.

Updated August 2022 

Chimpanzees in Need Sample Work:
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Why Mollusks Matter: Reshaping the Story of Seashells   
In 2019, after being closed for eight months to undergo a $6 million capital campaign to renovate and add permanent live 
animal exhibits featuring dozens of mollusks species, the Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum in Sanibel, Florida, turned to 
PCI to reshape its storytelling.

The Museum, the only one in the U.S. focused on mollusks and the shells they create, needed to emphasize the importance of 
conserving and protecting these key species, while driving increased visitation to see the new hands-on experience.   
More than 80 percent of the Museum’s guests are tourists, rather than residents of Sanibel. And most guests, called by 
the siren song of the beaches, don’t visit the Museum until their second or third visit to the island. PCI focused on showing 
those tourists that the Museum is a riveting “must-do,” not a second choice saved for stormy days. PCI developed a strategic 
marketing and communications plan that included a new message framework, creative design, supported the new exhibit 
naming, a social media playbook and digital advertising strategy. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic impacted the 
museum’s reopening. Two weeks after a grand reopening, they shut down due to the pandemic. PCI helped shift tactics to 
reach new audiences digitally and launch a safe re-opening campaign amid the pandemic.

K E Y  T A C T I C S

PCI analyzed visitor demographics to create personas 
for each key target audience and developed a strategic 
marketing plan to reach them, as well as a refined message 
framework to persuasively engage them

Designed marketing collateral to promote the new 
experience

Activated social media content and strategy to increase 
engagement and spark increased visitation

Engaged news media in the regional market to cover the 
opening of the new experience

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

Social Media

Facebook 11% increase in Facebook followers with 
54% average post reach

Instagram 15% growth in followers, and 40% increase 
in engagement

Earned Media

Placements 23 positive media placements regionally 
promoting the Aquarium’s reopening in 
2020

Reach Estimated reach of 1,355,479

Ad 
Equivalency

Estimated exposure ad equivalency of 
$17,895.74
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Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum Sample Work:

Poster Campaign Naming, Branding & Collateral

Multi-Platform Marketing Campaign
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Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum Sample Work:

Media Placements

Earned Media
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Bailey-Matthews National Shell Museum Sample Work:

Print Advertising

Digital Marketing

Social Posts

Digital Advertising Digital Advertising: COVID Response

NOW OPEN
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Conservation Storytelling: Making Science Approachable and Engaging  
San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance (SDZWA) has an extensive team of scientists working in conservation hubs around the world 
and is publishing new scientific findings in peer-review journals regularly, yet the Alliance’s internal media team has had limited 
success effectively communicating scientific work to the public or earning traditional media coverage. SDZWA engaged PCI in 
September 2021 to help them refine how they communicate science and amplify the organization’s earned media presence for 
conservation science storytelling. 

Our team interviewed SDZWA’s scientists, conducted research and discovery, reviewed new scientific papers pending 
publication in journals and developed a comprehensive conservation storytelling plan for SDZWA, identifying the stories with 
the greatest potential for media interest and the reporters most likely to cover them. 

Within the first few months of engagement, our team was able to turn complex scientific publications, into engaging media 
content, spanning the topics of conservation genetics and parthenogenesis documented in California condors and the threats 
posed by DDT contamination off the coast, to innovative approaches to save burrowing owls being displaced from their homes 
because of urban development in Southern California, to the complex issues of traditional medicine in Vietnam and community 
engagement to reduce the use of bear bile, and the challenges of recovering an endangered frog species. 

We coordinated dozens of interviews, performed fact-checking and provided visual assets to support the stories. Our efforts 
resulted in hundreds of media placements, including high-value media targets such as The New York Times, The Atlantic, 
Associated Press, The Economist, National Geographic, NPR, BBC, CNN, NBC, ABC, CBS, WIRED, Slate, Al Jazeera and dozens 
of other media outlets nationally and internationally. 

The stories also received considerable amplification across social media channels, resulting in billions of impressions and more 
than $1 million in publicity value. 

R E S U LT S

Placements >700

Audience reach 1 billion

Publicity value >$1 million 
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San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance Sample Work:

Media Placements
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International Giraffe Rescue Awareness 
Save Giraffes Now, a Texas-based nonprofit, is committed to saving giraffe from extinction by supporting action-oriented work 
with immediate impact for the rapidly declining populars across Africa.

In a remarkable ongoing rescue, SGN joined forces with Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) and an African non-government 
organization to float a group of Rothschild’s giraffe to safety from their flooded Kenyan rangeland.

This story deserved to be told, and told well – both to highlight the dedication and creativity needed for successful 
conservation today, and to inspire people to financially support this important work.

First, two giraffes were floated to the Ruko Community Wildlife Conservancy in a smooth and successful operation. A month 
later, they were joined by the rest of the herd. All are now on the mainland, away from the floodwaters, and doing well.

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Highlight the dedication and creativity needed for 
successful conservation today, and to inspire people to 
financially support this important work

Due to the remoteness of the area and COVID-19 
restrictions, media were unable to attend the rescues. 
Develop a vivid news release to set the scene, updating the 
release in real time as the moves occurred. A professional 
photographer/videographer also were hired to provide 
stunning visuals.

Develop extensive list of national and international media 
to share the news

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

Secured international coverage – from CNN and the BBC to 
PEOPLE.com and The Independent

Since Dec. 1, 2020, more than 300 articles have been 
published, with a potential audience of more than 1 billion 
and a likely reach to at least 1.6 million of them, primarily in 
the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom and Italy. 
The estimated publicity value is $800,000
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Save Giraffes Now Sample Work:

Media Placements
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Seal-Approved Meals: Earth Day Eats Campaign
PCI partnered with The Marine Mammal Center on several communications initiatives, including brand perception research, 
strategic communications planning and message framework development, social media and SMS strategy development and 
media relations support. 

One of the key goals of the Center is to increase its share of voice and grow its brand perception as being more than just a 
local rescue and rehabilitation hospital for seals and sea lions. Its goal is to be recognized as a conservation leader that works 
globally to advance ocean health. 

Our client recognizes the importance of sustainable fishing and farming for ocean health and wanted to increase its share of 
voice in the sustainable seafood space. For Earth Day 2020, we developed a mini-campaign that ran from April 15-22 to draw 
attention to the topic, and reframe what people might think about the Center and can come to expect from their social feeds.  

Working in partnership with Bravo’s Top Chef finalist Eric Adjepong, PCI developed and activated a week-long sustainable 
seafood campaign. 

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Logo development and brand creative

Developed message points, fact sheets, sustainable 
choice tip sheets for select species, and worked 
with Chef Adjepong to develop recipes and film 
cooking videos for each seafood selection

Edited videos, drafted social media content, 
coordinated Facebook Live sessions, which 
included a star-studded lineup of other Top Chefs, 
and developed corporate and NGO partner toolkits 
so that a variety of the Center’s partners could 
engage with the campaign on their own channels. 
The campaign also incorporated a text-to-give 
SMS component. 

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

8,615 audience engagements across Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 
and YouTube

Average engagement rates (total interactions – likes, comments, 
retweets/shares, clicks or views per post per follower) above 
nonprofit benchmarks:

Facebook .16% (compared to the nonprofit industry average of .12%)

Instagram 5.18% (compared to the nonprofit industry average of 1.75%)

Twitter .16% (compared to the nonprofit industry average of 
0.063%)

YouTube .30% (industry average for nonprofits not available) 

More than 2,800-page views on campaign landing page with 977 
total clicks on the page 

Donations generated via SMS: More than $2,000 from new donors 
to the organization 
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The Marine Mammal Center Sample Work:

Influencers Featured Campaign

“I can’t begin to tell you all how thankful I am for the great work PCI did for

Earth Day Eats. It was truly a heroic effort in a short amount of time! We made 

progress and impact…we achieved more than originally planned.” 

— John Warner, Chief Marketing and Development Officer, The Marine Mammal Center 
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Environmental Storytelling with the Nature Conservancy in Illinois
The Nature Conservancy in Illinois (TNC) engages PCI to elevate its thought leadership through strategic story cultivation, 
traditional media relations and visual storytelling on climate change, environmental issues, land and wildlife conservation. 

When COVID-19 began to dominate media attention in March 2020, TNC sought ways to find its voice, and how to continue 
to tell a climate crisis story without appearing tone-deaf to the global pandemic. PCI helped TNC identify areas of greatest 
opportunity, how to craft a solution-based narrative, and provided strategy for the best timing and outlets to share their 
perspective. Our team deftly crafted and secured placements for OpEds and newsworthy conservation efforts across Illinois. 
Our work with TNC covers writing media materials, crafting pitches and securing placements for a range of environmental 
topics from storm water management, to green infrastructure, wind energy, conservation easements, prairie restoration and 
much more. 

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Wrote and placed Op-Eds related to green infrastructure and climate change

Developed marketing campaign, creative assets and earned traditional media coverage for prairie and wetland restoration 
and wildlife recovery efforts

Publicly launched TNC’s massive Illinois Climate Assessment report, a major scientific initiative involving more than a dozen 
authors and partners. Our team worked collaboratively with key partners, developing a media toolkit, talking points, and 
facilitating a virtual press conference that earned top tier, front-page media coverage

Partnered with TNC and Chicago Park District Natural Areas to develop and activate a marketing campaign to celebrate the 20-
year anniversary of natural areas, with a goal of increasing public awareness, appreciation and visitation to the natural areas

Designed the 20-year anniversary logo, marketing collateral, developed a social media kit for community partners and 
activated digital advertising and media relations
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The Nature Conservancy in Illinois Sample Work:

Media Placements
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The Nature Conservancy in Illinois Sample Work:

20-Year Anniversary Campaign
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Strategy for a Record-Breaking Capital Campaign
The Western Reserve Land Conservancy is the largest land protection organization in Ohio. It works to address the root 
causes of land loss through a holistic approach, preventing development of vital natural areas, permanently protecting family 
farms, and making cities healthier places to live. In 2017, the Land Conservancy’s Board of Trustees recognized the need to 
take an integrated approach to communications in support of its ambitious $35 million campaign and engaged PCI to provide 
communications counsel and design a compelling case statement. 

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Developed a communications plan and messaging 
framework to make the organization’s impact clear to 
prospective donors

Led discussion with organization leadership and some 30 
stakeholders to refresh the theme and honor the board’s 
original vision, while providing a compelling throughline

Developed all-new copy focused on inspiring action by 
linking the campaign’s three pillars: “Conserve” to their 
heritage, “Connect” to the present and “Sustain” to the 
future

Developed a 26-page printed following-along piece, used 
when soliciting high net-worth donors. All design and 
illustration was done in-house at PCI to ensure coherent, 
integrated messaging

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

The final Case for Support helped secure more seven-
figure gifts than had been given at any time in the 
organization’s history.  
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Deepen Understanding of Conservation Efforts
Atlanta’s Georgia Aquarium partnered with PCI to elevate national awareness of its conservation efforts supporting 
South African penguins, whale sharks and bottlenose dolphins. From successfully positioning the aquarium as a leader in 
conservation science to designing creative infographics and ghostwriting bylined articles for a marine biologist, PCI helped the 
aquarium increase its recognition as a significant investor in the crucial conservation work that deepens our understanding of 
the relationship between people and the protection of marine wildlife.

Strategic media relations efforts were coupled with enhanced social media and owned media strategies to amplify new, sharply 
focused conservation storytelling. Our team crafts timely media pitches and press releases, pitches to highly targeted reporters 
and outlets, and relentlessly secures interviews and placements. 

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Elevate national awareness of its conservation efforts supporting South African penguins, whale sharks and
bottlenose dolphins

Position the aquarium as a leader in conservation science

Timely media pitches and press releases, pitches to highly targeted reporters and outlets, and relentlessly secures interviews 
and placements

Social media strategies to elevate conservation storytelling across the Aquarium’s owned channels

Facilitated working sessions with staff and executives to integrate conservation stories into  all communications

Communications strategy to support expansion plans for a new gallery featuring sharks – one of the most misunderstood 
species in the ocean — help guests develop “deeper appreciation for the important role sharks serve in the oceans and 
inspire them to join conservation efforts to protect our oceans.”
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The Georgia Aquarium Sample Work:

“ We have been fortunate enough to work with PCI on

countless projects. We have a vast amount of content that can easily

become overwhelming or oversaturated in today’s world.

But PCI has been able to tell so many of our stories with the

proper insight, tone and to the right audiences.

PCI has generated national media interest on several topics we have 

struggled to gain media amplification from in the past.”

— Paige Hale,  Senior Manager of Communications, Georgia Aquarium

R E S U LT S  A N D  O U T C O M E S

Our team has secured major positive feature placements in the New York Times, Newsweek, The Atlantic, 
Scientific American, Reuters, CNN and many more. Our client credits this enhanced conservation-focused 
storytelling to increasing the Aquarium’s visibility and attractiveness to new partners and sponsors, resulting in 
even more national media opportunities.
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The Georgia Aquarium Sample Work:

Whale Sharks Infographics Bottlenose Dolphins “One Ocean. One Health.” Campaign

A twelve-year study 
of Atlantic bottlenose 
dolphins reveals 
alarming levels of 
antibiotic resistant 
bacteria. 
This research 
contributed to a 
recent FDA ban on the 
antibiotic triclosan from 
antibacterial soaps.

ONE OCEAN. 
ONE HEALTH.
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Creating the ComEd Conserves Identity 
PCI partnered with ComEd’s Environmental Services division on a creative 
brand identity strategy for ComEd’s Prairie/Pollinator Program to increase 
awareness and engagement. The integrated strategy included developing a 
program rename, a fresh visual identity and tagline, and strategic storytelling 
recommendations across owned, shared and earned channels using a variety 
of techniques to engage audiences.  

PCI developed a message framework for ComEd that highlights the value of its 
prairie restoration protection work and proof points. This framework served as 
the blueprint to ensure consistent communications and messaging.

PCI examined previous content about ComEd’s prairie program successes 
and commitment and developed updated and fresh story ideas that were 
turned into engaging content for social media, including downloadable content 
such as branded coloring pages with fun facts about pollinators and prairie 
restoration. 

Our team also earned several earned media placements highlighting ComEd’s 
conservation commitment. 
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Wildlife Park Reputation Safe After Deadly Fire
On Thanksgiving Day 2020, the holiday-shift keepers working at African Safari Wildlife Park in Port Clinton, Ohio, discovered 
a fire in one of the park’s animal barns shortly after 6:20 p.m., shortly after the property lost power due to high winds. Flames 
engulfed the barn so quickly that 10 exotic animals inside – including three giraffe – perished. Park owner Holly Hunt learned 
about crisis communication two weeks earlier during a workshop at the national Zoo and Aquarium Association (ZAA) 
conference. She called the workshop presenter from Public Communications Inc. (PCI) for help in managing communications 
and for guiding the park’s post-crisis, reputation recovery plan.

K E Y  T A C T I C S

Prepared written statement for Holly Hunt to read on 
camera for that night’s news coverage

Established a social media strategy and developed content 
to inform, engage and assure audiences

Developed communication strategies and gathered and 
shared accurate and timely information for media at the 
scene on Thanksgiving night

Created and distributed a media alert about the fire and 
provided contact information for follow up

Developed messages and talking points that continued 
to evolve as the fire story moved from crisis to post-crisis 
recovery and reputation management

R E S U L T S  A N D  O U T C O M E S
100% of the media coverage of the fire included the wildlife 
park’s messaging

Strategic crisis communications strengthened the park’s 
relationship with its publics

On-line public sentiment regained a positive and neutral 
level after a brief dip when park critics launched a social 
media attack the morning after the fire

The park experienced stronger year-over-year membership 
sales prior to opening

The team also implemented proactive post-crisis strategies 
to strategically address sensitive issues

C R I S I S  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S  S U P P O R T
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African Safari Wildlife Park Sample Work

News Releases

News Conference Coverage

Publicity Club of Chicago Golden Trumpet Award

Marketing-Crisis Communications

National Media Coverage

Memorial Fund Page


